
Andy the Hero of the Blades 

A Children’s Story 

Andy slide down the blade of grass wearing his fire hat, ready to report for duty. A snail 

spun in a circle and the squeak of his slimy tail against the hard dirt called Andy over. Andy 

jumped on the snails back and headed over to the scene of the crime. They squeaked away. Andy 

and his trusty snail approached a large tunnel of smoke shooting up from the ground. He felt the 

snail start to retreat underneath, but ever the bravest of the brave, he pressed forward. The 

mountain in the ground protruded and at the top of the mount she sat holding her staff. Her 

crown laid on her head, slightly crooked from the tragedy. Though she could no fear or grief-- 

she was the queen. Andy waved his arms in the air to ensure her help was on the way.  

The fire ants set off the smoke to signal emergency. It faded and behind it left only the 

fallen bee hive and its fearless queen. Andy tightened his fire hat. Would he be able to remount 

the hive? Would the bees ever be able to make honey again? Andy had never felt such pressure. 

The bees needed a hero.  

Andy jumped off of Snail and went to request help from Spider, who kindly supplied him 

sticky ropes. Andy lassoed his way to the top of the tree from which the hive had taken it’s 

tumbled. He knew there was only one who could help him remount the hive. He tiptoed around 

the branches-- sure not disturb the slumber of her babies-- and whispered to her, “Mrs. Blue 

Bird.” She turned. He continued with quiet urgency, “quick, quick! The bees’ hive has fallen! 

They need help!” Alarm flushed over Mrs. Blue Birds face. “Please I cannot help them on my 

own,” he pleaded.  



“Of course, of course,” she soothed him as any mother creature would, “you were very 

brave to climb up here, so far off the ground.” She outstretched her wing and patted his head.  

“Now while I lift the hive back up in the air, Andy, I’ll need you to take care of my nest. Sit on 

the babies, asleep in their eggs. Make sure they stay warm and make sure they don’t wake. And 

most of all, don’t let them fall and protect them from harm-- without you they’d surely get gotten 

by the cat.” 

“I promise. I will protect him.” Andy said with a strong nod. Then, the bird vanished 

beneath him to go help the bees. Just as Mrs. Blue Bird vanished Cat appeared, as if she’s been 

waiting, ready to pounce. Andy looked up at the creature, far bigger than he, and clutched the 

little bit of lasso left over from his climb. This was his new mission. And he will forever be a 

hero.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Author’s Note 

I considered how people belong to the world they are in. I discussed with my class how 

place can be used to justify the character’s action because their world has separate rules from our 

world. I considered an environment that has a very specific kind of architecture and I hoped to 

communicate the unique place to the reader by opening saying he was sliding down a blade of 

grass. If a blade of grass is bigger than a human being, the rules are already different.  I also 

wanted to choice an environment that had a very specific set of rules that differed vastly from 

reality. My first thought was a childlike imagination so I went with that. I also tried to defy what 

would be a traditional thought process of a child- ie. the snail was fast, the cat was evil, the bees 

were good. I also hoped to play with the idea of having a character in a place that type of 

character would not traditionally be, such as the child in the nursing home. The reader is meant 

to assume that Andy is just a normal child, a human. He does not belong in this environment. He 

is not even meant to be this size. This is all his imagination of course but to him it is real so those 

aspects are also meant to be taken as real for the reader. This “real” can be accepted because the 

place does not follow the same rules as traditional reality.  


